Police said a 48-year-old man was arrested in connection with the incident and is being charged with vehicular assault. Police said the driver had a history of alcohol and drug abuse.
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By ROYANNE PATES

Black Student League elects officers

College junior Jessica Dixon was elected president of the Black Student League last night. Dixon will be the third woman in the student organization's history to hold the position of president.

Dixon said that she is committed to addressing black student concerns. She added that she is willing to be strong if needed and to stand up for black students.
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ISA proposes new center on Walk.

The International Student Association is pushing for the establishment of a new International Center on Locust Walk. "In order to provide a tangible focal point for resources, services and opportunities for international students and visitors, and to promote understanding and activities," according to ISA President Marina Stache and a proposal to the group last month.

The proposal was motivated by a panel titled "Perspectives of Leaders," that was presented by the ISA and Phi Beta Delta, an international honor society.

The establishment of a new center would involve the meeting of the offices of International Programs from its cramped quarters in Bennett Hall to the new faculty, according to ISA President Marina Stache. Stache said that by stressing the need for an International Center, students are responding to the need for making a space that is open to international students, and for working for a lack of adequate housing for international students.

The proposal will be one of several facing the University on the Walk in the coming months.

Ed Miller

GAPSA calls for more student input

The Graduate and Professional Student Assembly last Friday passed a resolution calling for increased graduate student input in University decision-making of the group's final meeting of the semester.

One of the resolutions voiced graduate student concern over proposed projects that GAPSA members felt had not been properly thought out.

This resolution, which passed unanimously,
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The Carlsbad School Institute of Ohr Somayach in Jerusalem has received a special grant to make the WINTER VACATION IN ISRAEL PROGRAM available for the unbelievably low price of only $999.

The grant will enable a large group of participants to demonstrate their commitment to Israel during the Persian Gulf Crisis.

WHAT: Ohr Somayach Summer in Tamar and Mishmarim (includes travel, all meals, and room in a shared room: in the midst of the desert)
WHO: Program is based in the modern ultramodern campus of Ohr Somayach
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For decades, birth control was a taboo subject for Americans. Words like "condom," "diaphragm," and "oral sex" were rarely heard or discussed. But early in the 1980s, as virtually everyone public about AIDS, increasing talk of condoms and contraceptives became more open. With it, health officials say, came student awareness.

During the past several years, Student Health officials have reported large increases of students coming into the office for advice, particularly those seeking information about sexual relationships.

Officials cited a 25 percent increase in students from 1988 to 1990, last year alone, who sought Student Health for sexual-related reasons.

Additionally, Student Health said it distributed free month-long prescriptions for oral contraceptives to each semester's female students. Both professors and officials said the number of male and female students interested in these subscriptions and in oral contraceptives is increasing.

"All the people I know that are sexually active are on the pill," said a female College freshman student earlier this week.

Female students added that if they were having a long-term relationship, they'd be more likely to go on the pill rather than using contraceptives each month. They said it is a more reliable form of contraception.

And despite the growing epidemic of AIDS around the nation, several students said they were more concerned about stopping unwanted pregnancies than sexually transmitted infections.

"I think because [condoms] are a little bit of a hassle, people don't use them," said a junior marketing major. "But if there are a lot of parties going on, I might use them since I'm on a string of birth control." She said she is taking birth control because she is "afraid of AIDS and because my boyfriend was with someone before I was." She also said she prefers condoms because she can trust that they will prevent pregnancy.

"A lot of students don't know how to go about finding a sexual partner," said a College senior, "so it's easier just to use [oral contraceptives]." But the young woman said that as long as she wants to be responsible in her relationship, she owes it to herself to use contraceptives.

"At first I was tense, but then the Peer Health Educators were really easy to talk to and by the end, everyone was really contributing," said Marty's store on 40th Street sells Trojan-ENZ, in 3- and 15-packs. Whether you are looking to deal with the increase in students seeking information about sexual relationships, Student Health has Peer Health Educators to help. They stress sexual responsibility and to stress sexual responsibility.
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You Deserve a "Plus" In Campus Computing

Rewarded Yourself With A New Zenith Data Systems LP-Plus

The 3.5" LP-Plus is a 12 inch diameter compact that works in standard 3.5" drives. The system comes with a "Deluxe" DTR-100 software bundle and Microsoft Windows version 2.0. Standard features include: a 480 character per minute printer, a floppy and disk drives. Most importantly, its 2.86 MB/"LP-PLUS" can be expanded to an 8.25MB system to simply change an 8.25MB for only $125.00. Contact Zenith at 1-800-ZENITH.

Zenith Data Systems
Grouph Bull

For More Information, Please Contact:
University of Pennsylvania
Computers Connection
Located in the Bookstore
3729 Locust Walk

Must Hold a Current Valid Penn ID

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT....
For that special person who has everything!

You're looking for that unique gift—something original, to keep, to be remembered by—with a touch of class, a touch of humor and best of all—adventure.

For a limited time you can take advantage of a truly unique offer—to purchase a splendid gift—guaranteed to please both the discriminating and the fun at heart—a novelty share in a traditional English Pub.

You may even arrange to have the name of the owner of the share certificate engraved on a commemorative plaque to be displayed within the 18th century landmark, (no first come basis only since space is limited). Act now, and you will also receive a fine quality colour print of the pub's menu, "The Albion," by the distinguished British sculptor, Martin Macqur.

OWN A NOVELTY SHARE IN AN 18TH CENTURY ENGLISH PUB

A royal welcome awaits you at the Albion at Bray Pub. This Victorian landmark is nestled in the village of Bray, Bedfordshire, home to royal lineage and prize of some of the most dramatic periods in English history located between London and Oxford the splendid atmosphere of the pub beckons you to be pampered. Steeped in village history, the Albion at Bray enjoy the elements of years folklore, royal imagery, and national ancestry. Linked with traditional tales and aged spirits, it's a favorite spot for some of the great spirits, and a home for a series of three "tests" to deter- mine whether someone might be considered harmful.

The first test, called the "Speech/ Listener Identifiability Test," states that the University should not allow anyone to receive a fine quality colour print of the pub's menu, "The Albion," by the distinguished British sculptor, Martin Macqur.

For just $25!

Don't miss this opportunity to present someone with a wonderful, original gift—or just treat your- self to something unique. For just $25 you can take advantage of this limited offer to own a novelty share in the Albion at Bray. Your Novelty Share Certificate, bearing your name, will be sent to you or an address that you designate. Your share certificate and the certificate of ownership are sent to your address, at no additional charge.

For JUST $25!
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"Singers' show will enchant memories for homesick students. By GAYLE MEYERS

Houston Hall Auditorium, is a family. Especially touching was the way performers concentrated on producing beautiful, multifaceted harmonies. Especially touching was the way performers concentrated on producing beautiful, multifaceted harmonies. We were lighting moments came during its performance. Disney's darker moments were not as well represented. Dressed in sleek black, College juniors Alice Nardozzi and Nancy Dow warned the audience about the evils of the lives they lived before, during, and after a house party gift. The actors and actresses are then supposedly oblivious of each other and the audience. We've tried to work within the UMC system, with only minimal results," she said. The BSL also elected College junior Juanita Irving as a member of the Studen Council. She said she plans to hold discussions with the administration and the presidents of the Student Council.
Open All Night

The reality is that students want food late at night. They want to be able to get an order or choose their food after a long evening of studying, and the administration cannot ignore this. I have been one of those students who has been putting my last lick onto the end of my pen throughout the night. They want to be able to get an order of cheese fries after a long evening of studying.

The Daily Pennsylvanian, Philadelphia, PA 19104. For more information, call (215) 898-6585.

Matt Hilg

Free Speech or Relativism?

The issue bothers me because I have not found free speech, as I have been led to believe, here at the University. Since my belief may not be your belief, I have not found other people's beliefs to be of value to me. The program seemed to be saying, is the concept of relativism, and is the extension of relativism, that the information was "public, but not for press."

Free Speech or Relativism?
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I am sick and tired of those students out there who are practically embarrassed about attending Penn. Almost every day, in the most public of places, I hear students embarrassing themselves. I hear them making fun of the people who are being trained in avoidance. I hear them making fun of the people who are being trained in avoidance. I hear them making fun of the people who are being trained in avoidance.

I don't find this very funny. I don't find this very funny. I don't find this very funny.

There is no debate here. There is no debate here. There is no debate here.

By Bob Cardie

But I feel the need to understand the purpose of this program. The purpose of this program is to encourage students to express their opinions. The purpose of this program is to encourage students to express their opinions. The purpose of this program is to encourage students to express their opinions.
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Call It What It Is

To the Editor: Call me indifferent, call me uncaring, call me an apologist for the Department of Oriental Studies, but I will not bear the burden of "oriental." I have no time for such a name. It is a name that serves no purpose, and it is an incredibly offensive one in our community.

For such a minute error, the partisanship must not only explain how they think, but also how they feel about the feelings of others. The feelings of others, the values expressed by the Asian-American students and the close identification that value and expressed by some members of the community must be heard, believed and understood.

The name of the Department of Oriental Studies is one that has no daily use in the United States. There are a significant number of us who believe that the name of our university will never be forgotten when we are no longer students. But there are also those who believe it is relevant for us. At the same time, the name of the department is often paired with perceptions of words. There is applied to a group of people, it is used in certain connotations, they are entitled to their opinions. "They" are entitled to their opinions.

For such a meeting to be helpful, a respect for such perceptions must be heard, believed and understood. It means set aside our own semantic viewpoints and examine the deep, the exact, and the complex meanings of feelings that express themselves in our society. For the Oriental Studies department, it means set aside some of the history of the Oriental Studies department. It means to members of the community, it also means that student groups of any size, who express feelings based on the above should be heard and understood. It means that we must consider carefully whether or not there are other names that could serve their purposes.

The concerned students respect and appreciate an acknowledgement of the difficulty that must be addressed. They are focused on providing possible solutions for closely related groups, who have been given much attention and to their claims and desires.

I am not suggesting that it is a fact. It is not. It is a feeling. The feeling of a name that is applied to a group of people, known historically to take place in certain connotations. The feeling of a name that is applied to a group of people, known historically to take place in certain connotations.
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Iraq pledges to free all hostages

Iraq said the world yesterday that all foreign hostages would be freed, some as early as this weekend, but President Bush said release of the thousands of hostages would not come until Iraq had demonstrated a "substantial" commitment to get U.S. troops out of Kuwait.

"U.S. Invades Iraq," and caused some panic on campuses. Students and staff at the State University of New York at Binghamton were on high alert when a fake news bulletin aired on their campus radio station. The phony bulletin said that the U.S. had invaded Iraq, which has the highest per capita homicide rate, and broken a record of 1905 homicides, set just last year. The bulletin was read on the air when a radio station began broadcasting a fake news bulletin.

BUSINESS

In heavy trading, Dow falls to 2602.48

NEW YORK — The stock market turned in a mixed showing Thursday in the heaviest trading in more than a year, ending at its lowest level in 14 years. The Dow Jones industrial average fell 31.41 to 2602.48.

Weather

Today: Partly cloudy. Highs in the upper 40s. Lows in the mid 30s.

tomorrow: Partly cloudy. Highs in the upper 40s. Lows in the mid 30s.

City

U. graduate Burrell to run for mayor

Former Denver Broncos safety and University graduate R. Burrell joined former Philadelphia Bar Association chairperson Peter Blase and former District Attorney Edward Rendell as announced candidates for the May Democratic primary.

Other possible Democratic contenders include City Councilman Lucas Elswick, former managing editor of the Daily Pennsylvanian, Blanche Levy Park-Winter Wonderland
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Bush praises Chilean reforms

SANTIAGO, Chile — President Bush, billed by a state of Mexico, President Vicente Fox, to his arrival yesterday, hailed Mexico's peaceful transition to democracy and its pro-growth economic policies.

The violent and peaceful transitions to democracy in Mexico and Chile, Professor Torr, a national political science professor, had published the phony bulletin under the guise of an anti-war move. The bulletin was read on the air when a radio station began broadcasting a fake news bulletin.
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Walk from page 1

President Golden Reclamation announced in September that the house would be taken by a reorganizational group that would allow students to walk to people who would otherwise not have the opportunity to reside in the campus area.

The president has since said he will not make any decision that will prevent Psi Upsilon from reclaiming the site if the fraternity requires that the house be vacated. He also said that in some instances cases, he will not make permanent plans, saying the house will not contribute to valuable change.

Many people, including some members of the Walk, have counseled the administration for delay in the process of filling the fraternity house, saying it reflects the University's eagerness in addressing diversity on the Walk. They also say the president has neglected to consider the implications of making his decisions on the Castle, leading them to think the president does not value members' advice on the Walk in general.

LEGAL, from page 1

PREPARED TO BATTLE OVER HOUSE,” she said last week that the University's delay on the Castle, saying it was better to have the house vacant an extra nine months than to make a rash decision about its future.

The Castle is a great opportunity to serve as an example of diversity on the Walk,” said Hammett. “But I'm afraid it might become a token achievement in the future.”

With Moscow State University

The purpose of this exchange is to foster international understanding and to familiarize students of Moscow State University and the University of Pennsylvania with the current academic and cultural scenes in the Soviet Union and the United States. The Moscow undergraduates will visit Philadelphia and the Penn campus for approximately two days in mid-March. While in the United States, they will also take day-trips to Washington D.C. and New York City. Reciprocally, the Penn students will visit Moscow (with a side trip to Leningrad) for an equivalent time period in mid-May.

ELIGIBILITY:

This program is open to all University undergraduates in good academic standing, except for 1991 graduating seniors. No knowledge of the Russian language is required, and preference will be given to students without previous experience in the Soviet Union, though a demonstrated interest in the region is certainly helpful. All American participants are expected to serve as informal guides to the Moscow students during their two-week stay in Philadelphia in mid-March.

COST:

Financial assistance is available and the expense to the participant will be minimal.

ACCOMMODATIONS:

American participants will be housed, free of charge, in the dormitory of Moscow State University, and they will receive a stipend of $100 dollars for incidental costs during their stay.

APPLICATION PROCEDURES:

1) college transcripts;
2) one-page essay explaining how the visit to the Soviet Union will benefit your academic endeavors;
3) two letters of recommendation, which addresses your academic achievement and capacity to function in a foreign environment.

All application materials should reach the University of Pennsylvania’s Office of Graduate Admissions by March 1, 1991.
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15th Annual SALE-A-BRATION

20% OFF
all books (except text), books on cassette, magazines, newspapers, fits, stationery, clothing, fine arts, photography, europa (except text), and candy.

10% Off
health and beauty aids, and selected items in the Computer Connection.

30% Off
these selected items:
Koh-i-noor Technical Pen Sets, Calendars (located in the General Book Dept.), Reverse Weave sweatshirts & sweatpants, Laurel Burch Merchandise, and Duracell batteries.

Discounts do not apply to New York Times bestsellers, textbooks, chair/rockers, special orders, out-of-print search, and requisitions. Coupons will not be accepted during this sale.

Thursday, December 6
8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
(_free parking available in the 38th and Walnut Street lot from 5 – 6:30 p.m.)

Friday, December 7
8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Saturday, December 8
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m

VENDOR DEMONSTRATIONS
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
THE ELMALEH AND HUMANITIES PRIZES

The Delta Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa will award the Elmaleh Prize for an undergraduate essay in the social sciences, and the Humanities Prize for an undergraduate essay in the humanities. The competitions will be conducted by the Executive Committee and Electoral Board of Phi Beta Kappa, with judging by ad hoc committees. Essays, which should not be senior theses, may be submitted for consideration by faculty or by student authors. One need not be a member of Phi Beta Kappa to submit an entry.

The deadline for submissions is Monday, February 4th. Essays should be submitted to 200 Houston Hall. Each award will carry an honorarium of $300.
Men's Basketball battles Navy tonight at the Palestra

"(Navy is) averaging a little over 10 points a game." Defender Paul Chambers said. "Defensively, Navy is playing well, holding the opposition to 30 percent shooting. While the Middies allow a whopping 40 percent, Navy is doing it by controlling the boards and not allowing second shots."

In contrast, Navy has four starters that average more than Quak- er losing leader Paul McQuillan (13.5 ppg) and Penn alert the most points per game than it produces. Against Mount St. Mary's, the Middies hit 20 of their 30 threes and posted 116 points. They concede 96.4 points per game, but face record standards.

There's no question that the Palestra favorites, eliciting roars of approval by only walking to the scorer's table. Combined they produce 55 points per game, but the Middies' downfall — and vice versa. Defensively, Penn is playing well, holding the opposition to 42.8 percent shooting from the field, well, holding the opposition to 42.8 percent shooting from the field. Confidence is a good thing, but it seems to have the potential to ex- ploit the Palestra favorites, eliciting roars of approval by only walking to the scorer's table. Combined they produce 55 points per game, but the Middies' downfall — and vice versa. Defensively, Penn is playing well, holding the opposition to 42.8 percent shooting from the field. Confidence is a good thing, but it seems to have the potential to ex-
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**PROFESSIONAL SCREEN PRINTING**

**PAY FOR MEDICAL SCHOOL**

Today's Air Force offers a scholarship program that can help pay the way to a full-time medical school. If selected, you can continue your present studies — and stop worrying about how to pay for the tuition. Participation is based on competitive selection. For information with no obligation, talk to an Air Force representative.

**USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS**

TOLL FREE 1-800-385-3732

**WOODLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH**

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1990

9:30 A.M. - SUNDAY SCHOOL and YOUNG ADULT GROUP

11:00 A.M. - MORNING WORSHIP

3:00 P.M. - "AMAZING AND THE NIGHT VISITORS" with Arthur Roy Smith in An Open Church

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1990

7:00 P.M. - CHRISTMAS PAGEANT

MARDIAN, DECEMBER 34, 1990

7:30 P.M. - Festival of Lights (Meadowlands)

8:00 P.M. - CANDLESERVICE

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1990

7:30 P.M. - FELLOWSHIP AND COMMUNION

We invite you to all of the services and always give you a warm welcome.

**SENIORS**

**GET INTO INTERVIEW ON WITH**

**PENNSYLVANIA**

**CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE, MATH, BUSINESS, PHYSICAL & BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES**

**SOPHOMORES**

**Jr. Margin**

**Goldman, Sachs & Co.**

**Salomon Brothers Inc.**

**Chemical Bank**

**Andersen Consulting**

**Arma Lib & Company**

**The Boeing Co.**

**The Proctor & Gamble Co.**

**Bell Telephone Laboratories**

**Exciter Battery**

**And Other Outstanding Employing Companies**

At Careers '91! Careers '91 will give you the opportunity to meet and interview with some of the nation's top employers. Over 1,000 employers have attended previous conferences and have found the conferences to be the best job fair. As a DIRECT RESULT of attending, students have received offers and been offered interviews. You can meet and interview with employers who do not recruit at your school. Students receive a timely and accurate assessment of their strengths and abilities as well as the chance to gain exposure through conferences. In other words, one day at a Careers '91 can include a number of career options, including the chance of getting the job you want, with the employer you want. For more information, contact your campus career center or call 1-800-USAF-REC.
Happy Birthday
Pearless!
Villanova runs over Wake Forest, 91-82

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Arren Bonsall scored 30 points and Lavoy Allen added 21 as Villanova crushed Wake Forest 91-82 in an overtime meeting of this year's Atlantic Coast Conference in its annual opener.

The No. 12 Wildcats (1-0) scored the first 16 points of the game and were in control for most of the first half. However, the Demon Deacons (0-1) fought back to make it a one-point game at the half despite 28 points and 11 rebounds from Wake Forest's wet.

The Wildcats won the game on an 11-1 run in the final minute of overtime after a Villanova player scored a three-pointer to tie the game at 82-82 with 3.3 seconds left to play.

The Wildcats won the game on a three-pointer by Jerry D'Antoni with 1.1 seconds left in regulation to tie the game at 82-82. The game was tied at 82-82 when Wake Forest's J.J. Moten made a three-pointer with 1.1 seconds left in regulation to tie the game at 82-82.
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The Wildcats won the game on a three-pointer by Jerry D'Antoni with 1.1 seconds left in regulation to tie the game at 82-82. The game was tied at 82-82 when Wake Forest's J.J. Moten made a three-pointer with 1.1 seconds left in regulation to tie the game at 82-82.
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**Final Exam Schedule**

**Fall 1990**

**NOTE:** FINAL EXAMINATIONS FOR CGS COURSES MUST BE GIVEN ON THE REGULAR CLASS MEETING NIGHT DURING THE WEEK OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS. NO CHANGE IN SCHEDULING IS PERMITTED WITHOUT THE UNANIMOUS CONSENT OF ALL STUDENTS IN THE CLASS AND THE DIRECTOR OF CGS. A FINAL EXAM MAY NOT BE ADMINISTERED ON A READING DAY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE SEC</th>
<th>BLOCK</th>
<th>EXAM ROOM (S)</th>
<th>COURSE SEC</th>
<th>BLOCK</th>
<th>EXAM ROOM (S)</th>
<th>COURSE SEC</th>
<th>BLOCK</th>
<th>EXAM ROOM (S)</th>
<th>COURSE SEC</th>
<th>BLOCK</th>
<th>EXAM ROOM (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCT-101</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>ACCT-102</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>ACCT-103</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>ACCT-104</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTR-004</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>ASTR-001</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>ASTR-002</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>ASTR-003</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOL-412</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>BIOL-400</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>BIOL-330</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>BIOL-202</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEM-052</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-246</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-462</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-700</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEM-101</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-102</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-103</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-104</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEM-102</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-103</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-104</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-105</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEM-103</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-104</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-105</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-106</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEM-104</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-105</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-106</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
<td>CHEM-107</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>MATH 81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are the days and times for the exam blocks:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam Block</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>8:30-10:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>10:30-12:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12:30-2:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2:30-4:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4:30-6:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>6:30-8:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Navy Invitational.

With the newcomers and the veterans, we plan to have a strong season.

Betsy Costanza
Women's Track Coach
with a jump of 5'-8. Third place in this event went to sophomore Debra Harris who jumped 5'-8.

Lastly, junior Ruth Greenfield opened her season with a great jump of 36'-6 to take second.
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Navy prepares to face Army as the great rivalry continues

PHILADELPHIA — Navy football coach George Chaump may be having a tough time. Chaump said he envisioned Saturday's West Point annual Army-Navy game as nothing less than the 1972 national championship game.

"Players who win the national championship on a Division III team respect it as much emotionally as players who won the Division I national championship," Chaump said this week.

"The emotional factor is a game is about the same whether it’s the 1972 Army-Navy or the 1954 West Point-Military Academy game. Those players have the same emotion in that game as we do to win. There’s a common denominator there."

Chaump, of course, wasn’t trying to lessen the image of what for eight years was the world’s greatest spectator sport. It would be far too easy the pregame march of the corps of Cadets and brigade of Midshipmen, the singing, the cheering, the mad and the goal, have created a few goose bumps over the years.

It’s certainly not the caliber of football that is expected to draw a record crowd of at least 60,000 fans to Veterans Stadium and two of U.S. servicemen around the world via television (CBS) and radio (Mutual), including those in the Persian Gulf.

"It’s a great game and I’m proud to be a part of it," Chaump said.

"I don’t think any rivalry parallels the Army-Navy game as the great rivalry continues."

DDC is directly responsible for developing and managing the Company, which works with other divisions of the parent company to master plan Disney's extensive domestic and overseas land holdings. DDC is looking for highly qualified candidates to fill the position of Development Analyst.

The Development Analyst will have a significant role as a member of the project team and can expect to acquire a strong understanding of the development process. This two- to three-year opportunity will expose the analyst to the executive decision-making process at one of the fastest growing and most successful companies in America. Qualifications include a record of top academic achievement as well as a strong analytical background.

Disney Development Company (DDC) is the real estate development division of The Walt Disney Company, which works with other divisions of the parent company to master plan Disney's extensive domestic and overseas land holdings. DDC is directly responsible for developing and managing the construction of the hotel, retail, and residential components of these projects. In addition, DDC serves as the developer of new corporate office and studio-related facilities.

Job Opportunity

DDC is looking for highly qualified candidates to fill the position of Development Analyst.

The Development Analyst will have a significant role as a member of the project team and can expect to acquire a strong understanding of the development process. This two- to three-year opportunity will expose the analyst to the executive decision-making process at one of the fastest growing and most successful companies in America. Qualifications include a record of top academic achievement as well as a strong analytical background.

Candidates should send a cover letter, resume and transcript by January 23 to:

Marty Harligan
Disney Development Company
500 South Buena Vista Street
Burbank, CA 91521

Interviews will be held at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel on Monday, February 4, 1991. Inquiries for further information should be directed to Marty Harligan at (818) 955-6732.
The Holidays are Just Around the Corner . . . and so are the Shops at Penn!  

Win a $500 Holiday Shopping Spree!

The holiday season is the perfect time to visit your neighbors — at the Shops at Penn and 3401 Cafe Food Court. Discover 23 fabulous stores and shops — and your chance to win one of three spectacular Holiday Shopping Sprees! Stop by any of the Shops at Penn and 3401 Cafe Food Court merchants to fill out an entry form and enter this outstanding holiday happening. Enter early to be eligible for all three drawings.

To enter:  Print your name, address, phone number and the store or service name on an entry form. Fill out the entry form completely and deposit into the numbered box at any of the Shops at Penn or 3401 Cafe Food Court.

There will be three ways . . . three days to win:

• $100 Shopping Spree, drawing held December 7th
• $250 Shopping Spree, drawing held December 12th
• $500 Shopping Spree, drawing held December 18th

And . . . winners will select their own merchandise from any of the Shops at Penn stores! Entry boxes are located at all Shops at Penn and 3401 Cafe Food Court stores.
Penn forward Ray Marshall shows his wing-span as he defends against LeSalle's Mike Lieverest in the Explorers' 84-68 overtime win last week.

Three Penn football players will play and may win in Japan

By SARA PUGACH
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

College football players have made history, 114-72, on the road Wednesday in a championship format.

The Ivy-Epson Bowl, 31 years ago, moved to Japan and was renamed "The Ivy Challenge," as Quakers coach Julie Soriero is the first woman in the Ivy League to coach a football team. No Ivy schools, but not to Division I-AA or not the reason the Ivy connection was "sponsored," All said "We knew it was going to be a good experience for the players," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

"The Ivy League offers chance to compete in front of an East Coast audience," Penn coach Charlie Powell said. "I'm very excited about the opportunity in front of us.

Hooper also thinks that the game will be "the best game of the year for us." The Quakers, however, are not confident about their chances.

"We have a role to play and we're going to go from there," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

"We're not where we should be in this country," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

"We're not where we should be in this country," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

"We're not where we should be in this country," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

Men's Indoor Track makes trek to Harvard

By MATTHEW SCHWARTZ
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Neither rain nor snow can stop this year's Penn indoor track and field team. That's because the most important meet of the season, which began last Saturday in Philadelphia, has been postponed.

"We're looking to finish in the top half of the league this year," Penn coach Charlie Powell said. "I'm very excited about the opportunity in front of us.

Hooper also thinks that the game will be "the best game of the year for us." The Quakers, however, are not confident about their chances.

"We have a role to play and we're going to go from there," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

"We're not where we should be in this country," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.
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"We're not where we should be in this country," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

W. Hoops plans to heat up Palestra

By JUlle SORERIO

The Penn women's basketball team might just have found a reason for the recent road trip. The Quakers have certainly revved up their offense since the BCA Shootout, and have been rewarded with a championship. But before the Quakers can go from there, there by their strong talent," Megel said.

Now Penn wants to play the role of the underdog in this year's game. With the Quakers riding high, they're not sure how far they'll go.

"We have a role to play and we're going to go from there," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

"We're not where we should be in this country," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.
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"We're not where we should be in this country," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

Senior tri-captain Kristen Bredenfeld chooses above "to play and do better their responsibilities and a better job of handling the press, which has been difficult in the Quakers' two straight losses. The Quakers have not played well in the Paler station, especially in the second half of the season.

"[Sienna's] a little bigger than Bredenfeld and should present a challenge to her," Soriero said. "I'm looking forward to her role this season." The Quakers' main scoring threat is the actual start of a season's tradition by Lane League play in Japan.

"That's the game we're looking forward to," Soriero said. "If we can do well in that game, we have a lot of confidence in our team."

"We're looking to finish in the top half of the league this year," Penn coach Charlie Powell said. "I'm very excited about the opportunity in front of us.

Hooper also thinks that the game will be "the best game of the year for us." The Quakers, however, are not confident about their chances.

"We have a role to play and we're going to go from there," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.

"We're not where we should be in this country," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.
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"We're not where we should be in this country," according to their coach Rollie Massimino. Still, they're not sure how far they'll go.
Come to the Ultimate Sock for the best selection of presents for everyone on your holiday gift giving list. Our fabulous selection of tights, leggings, socks and one of a kind designs are perfect for women, men and even kids! Come in today for the best choice of colors and styles while they last.

116 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, PA 19103 (Between Chestnut and Walnut) 564-9898

Holiday Hours: Mon., Tues., Thurs. 10 am-6:30 pm. Wed. Fri. Sat. 10 am-8 pm. Sun. 12-5 pm

YOUR FEET NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD.

Get To Know Us! 10% off with this ad
Limited Funds  page 4
Shopping on a budget.

The Upscale District  page 5
Center City's heart of upscale shopping
on Walnut and Chestnut Streets.

Shopping for Friends  page 6
Presents for peers.

Area Novelties  page 8
Off-beat University area gift ideas.

Area Malls  page 11
One-stop shopping nearby.

December 1990

Finish Line invites PENN Students and Staff to visit Philadelphia's most unique sports store for your Holiday Shopping. We feature clothing and footwear from familiar brand names including Nike, Champion, Asics/Tiger, HIND, Le Coq Sportif and many more. We also offer a 15% Discount to CDA card holders!

BEST WISHES

FINISH LINE SPORTS
1915 WALNUT • 569-9957
MON-SAT. • 10-6 • WLD. • 10-7
Limited Funds

BY KENNY BAER

Since Penn is a diverse community with diverse wallet sizes, here are a few gift suggestions for all types of incomes. For those of you whose parents are trustees and whose biggest dilemma is where to park your Mercedes, here are a few gifts you can charge:

The Taj Mahal, Atlantic City, NJ — price negotiable. Trump needs the money, and imagine telling your South Asian friends that you live in the Taj Mahal.

A Giorgio Armani suit from Louis, Boston — roughly $1600 (shirt and tie not included). A Flemmington Fur — $5000 and up. You can buy matching animals for you and your lover.

An Electronic Holy Bible — it quotes chapter and verse at the touch of a button for only $199.97 at Sears, “your Christmas store with a whole lot more.”

And for that smelly relative, Drionic, “an incredibly more effective way to combat excess sweat, without chemicals,” — $125.

Some students at Penn don’t have trustee parents but can still afford gifts in an accepted price range. For this silent majority, I offer the following gifts:


Led Zeppelin box set, Discovery Discs — only $50, “Dazed and Confused” digitally remastered.


Liter bottle of Absolut vodka, state store — $15 to $20. Absolutely an easy to buy and readily accepted gift.

Some of you have spent all of your money at the many shopping opportunities in West Philly. You’ve blown all your cash at Marty’s, Murph’s, and Le Ahn’s, and now your yuletide spirit is glum because you’re broke. Don’t despair. There are many things you can still buy:

An “Electrical Tool”, at Sears — $5.95. I have no idea what this is, but it can’t be terribly boring — it’s electrical.

50 business size envelopes, CVS — $.99. When wrapped, this looks deceptively like a nice present. And everyone can use them.

A case of Schlitz beer, Springfield Distributors — $6.50. It’s the thought that counts.

Your roommate’s sweater or shirt, your room — free. Unfortunately, you have to provide your own box.

This nightmare of matching gifts to people on a tight budget might drive you insane but, on the bright side, it will point you to the true meaning of the holiday season — buy things on sale.
In case no one has noticed, a new shopping district has formed with the recent opening of the Shops at Liberty Place. The district extends from Broad to 18th Streets between Chestnut and Walnut Streets. Here are just some of the highlights of the area.

Not only have the twin Liberty buildings improved the Philadelphia skyline, but they have also brought glitz, glamour and high fashion to the city. Inside the Shops at Liberty Place, there are big-name stores such as Internationale Express, The Philadelphia Store, and J. Crew.

Located at 17th and Chestnut Streets, the two-story mini-mall still smells like fresh paint. Since everything is clean and new, there is a pampered atmosphere. For instance, the eating gallery has tables of mahogany wood and marble with centerpieces of real carnations.

The large J. Crew store has every item from the most recent catalogue and, like every store in the mall, sports the Christmas spirit with mistletoe and bells.

But the glitz and the holiday cheer does not stop at Liberty Place. The area streets are filled with bright lights and musicians at the corners playing popular Christmas carols. At Broad and Walnut Streets, the Shops at the Bellevue holds such up-graded stores as Gucci, Ralph Lauren, and Tiffany and Company. But if you plan to do more than just window shop, you should bring your gold credit card.

Another glamorous location is the 1700 block of Walnut Street. Apart from the fabulous clothing stores of Ann Taylor, Banana Republic, and Laura Ashley, there is a unique book store that everyone should browse through. Borders Book Store has two stories filled with possibly every type of book and benches and chairs to sit and read, but the real attraction is a small cafe that serves freshly-ground coffees.

The whole area between 18th and Broad Streets and Chestnut and Walnut Streets has everything to satisfy everyone's Christmas list. Stores like Boyd's, Casual Corner, Victoria's Secret, the Gap Outlet, and B. Dalton Bookseller are located on Chestnut Street. Big, bright holiday decorations line the streets and, with the general hustle and bustle of the area, your heart will be lighten as well as your pocketbook.
Ready, set, oh no! The holidays are back! Sleighbells are ringing, chestnuts are roasting, and thousands of Penn students are scurrying about malls looking for the perfect gift. You’re worried, you’re confused, you don’t know what to get, but fear no more. This year, things will be different. This holiday season, you will stay away from the typical tie gift for dad. You will also learn that gift-giving is one of the world’s greatest pleasures.

Shopping for friends at Christmas or Chanukah time may tend to be a bit tedious, but with a few helpful suggestions, you should find it much easier to accomplish your goals. Your friends are important people, and they deserve the best treatment. So, as you set out on your shopping excursion, the first thing to remember is: don’t get anyone a Cross Pen. Secondly, since most students have far from extravagant budgets, it is necessary to spend your money wisely.

A pair of hand-knitted multicolored wool mittens can be bought for a buddy who likes funky outerwear (under $10). Also, don’t forget about audiocassettes and CD’s (individually under $15). If a friend has been constantly hinting about how neat it would be to own Cat Stevens’ Greatest Hits on CD you need not look further than the three music shops around the University: Discovery Discs, Sam Goody and Spruce Street.

Or pay a visit to South Street’s Tower Records and check out the unique area shops. Hats in the Belfry ($20 and up) is a favorite for those friends that appear to have everything.

If you are willing to spend a little more money, the Gap’s sweaters are always winners. Jewelry, such as earrings or bracelets (prices varying), is also a great option for the movie fanatic is a great gift ($11).

Hey, all you movie fans think contrary to popular belief, giving a gift depends on the arrangement of the movies on your sweetheart’s face.
for Friends
BY LAURA LIEBERMAN

stocking stuffer. A practical gift for the a couple of movie passes romantics out there: a belief, flowers (price at) will still put a big smile however, if you opt for the

Now for the person who makes you twenty minutes late to parties because he is putting mousse and gel in his hair. The ultimate gift for the Mr. Vanity has finally been invented: the laughing mirror. That's right, your friend looks into this mirror with his usual high expectations and gets more than he bargained for: a hearty cackle.

Making your own presents can even be more special and appreciated than purchasing mass-marketed items. A homemade gift for a close friend requires thought and effort, and you'll be sure to feel rewarded after you're done. You can dig up some neat photographs of you and a friend and put together a great collage or scrapbook. But what happens if you search through your drawers (gasp), and only discover one picture of you and your buddy? Don't sweat it: frame the photo, wrap it, and voila, you have a very special, heartwarming gift.

Dorm-baked chocolate chip cookies, wrapped in a holiday tin with bows and all other sorts of goofy decorations, will satisfy even your dieting friend's stomach. And if you can't bake, skip the stomach and go for the heart. Write a poem! There's nothing nicer than receiving a poem from someone close.

Gift-giving is always a good way to show friends that you care, but there are others, too. The holiday season is the perfect time to act on your good intentions. Try giving gifts to those you don't know. Volunteer your time in a soup kitchen or donate toys and dolls to area orphanages. These gifts are guaranteed to be the most fulfilling you will ever give.

Remember: the gift that comes straight from the heart, the gift of giving, is the greatest joy of all.
Shopping malls are big. They have many stores. During the holiday season, many people go to malls because they want to be able to do all their shopping in one stop. They could go to smaller stores, but bigger is better. Right? Malls are bigger than stores. Therefore, they must be better. No?

No. College freshman and disgruntled holiday shopper Martha Hostetter put the shopping mall in its proper perspective declaring, "[The shopping mall] shows the deterioration of American culture. And they are so crowded. You feel like you have to compete with every other shopper."

But at least they do have variety, and that's good. Right Martha? "But they're so impersonal. It is so disconcerting to buy something and feel that thousands of other people have the same thing."

Avoiding a contributory role in the demise of American culture and the impersonal mall scene is not easy. It takes some serious footwork. You can't just hop on the subway and get out at a Gallery-sized grouping of boutiques around here. But if you are willing to do some walking, you can find shops that are personal and that have a unique selection of items that would make excellent gifts.

My first stop in my small shop odyssey was the famous Black Cat boutique at 3424 Sansom Street. Positioned just behind the Law School, this funky little joint is housed in seven rooms of a converted brownstone. Inside you will find a collection of clothing, toys, crafts, and useless doohickeys that will mesmerize and amuse you.

Listening to the piped in Magical Mystery Tour, I happened into the sun room, where I found the perfect gift for the fellow Penn student who has decided that starvation is better than braving dining services: Urban Salad. $12 for the small version and $17 for the large one, this item comes complete with wooden planter box, potting soil, and seed for seven kinds of baby salad greens and five kinds of spicy basil. Also available from the same company is Edible Petals, which comes with seeds for greens, comes with seeds for johny jump ups and wee willies, which can also be used in salads.

For the friend who is looking to brighten up their room, the Black Cat sells string lights with bulbs that look more like something to be eaten or worn than to be plugged in. Sold under names such as Slice-o-Lite, Tin-o-Sardines, and Loads-o-Laundry, they are available with incandescent tropical fruit, blue sardines, loud clothing, and other things. Yours for only $22.

In the next room, which has a ceiling reminiscent of a wizard's study, decorated with gold leaf stars, you will find gifts that the mystic in you like will cherish. Lined up in the back of a roll top desk are all kinds of fortune telling cards, including a beautiful set of tarot cards depicting scenes from the daily lives of many Native American tribes. There are also tarot cards decorated with flowers and herbs. Strange, I know. But these pagan gifts will be appreciated since the only tarot cards that are worth their premonitions are ones that are received as gifts. Yours for $13 to $17.

In the toy room, after you stop playing, you might purchase the Fart-o-Saurus, a green, vinyl reptile which, for only $8 will break wind when squeezed. Mom will love it. If you insist on the mundane boxer shorts gift, you'll be happy to know that the Black Cat also sells them, with designs such as flies, crabs, glowing-in-the-dark brick walls, and roosters (cock-a-doodle-doo). Available now for a measly $13.

Next on my shopping journey was the University Museum Shop. Their selection of items is rather pricey ($50 and up). However, if jewelry is your thing, and you're willing to spend some money for mom or a significant other, the Museum Shop does have a large collection of amber jewelry, complete with petrified flies. Whatever fries your burger.

Please see Campus page 10
Let them know your gift is special...say it with a Hanukkah design from Hallmark.

Here's a present you won't have to carry home.

For under $20.
A spring-term gift subscription to
The Weekly Pennsylvanian.

Face it. You've got about eleventy-million things to do the next two weeks. If you don't know where you'll find the time to look for the perfect holiday gift, let The Weekly Pennsylvanian complete your holiday shopping list.

Once a week, The Weekly Pennsylvanian delivers your gift right to your parents' (or uncle's or grandma's or boyfriend's) mailbox. It's a concise eight-page newspaper with coverage of everything that's happening at Penn: campus news, complete sports, opinion, and features on student living and campus arts.

Each week, the editors of The Daily Pennsylvanian take the "best of" each week's DP's and re-package them into a special, condensed weekly edition. For only $19, we'll send your gift subscription via prompt second-class mail every week during the spring semester.

Order now, and we'll send a gift announcement, timed for the holidays, if you wish.

The Weekly Pennsylvanian Gift Subscription. It's the hassle-free and inexpensive holiday gift solution you won't have to carry home.

Yes! Please enter my gift subscription to the person below for the spring semester of The Weekly Pennsylvanian.

Name _______________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________
City ____________________ State ______ Zip _____________________________
☐ My $19 check is enclosed OR ☐ Charge my Visa/MasterCard:
Account No.: ____________________ Exp. Date: _________________________
Name on Card: ______________________________________________________
Please ☐ Do ☐ Do Not send a gift card announcing my gift.
Your name _________________________________________________________

SEND TO: THE WEEKLY PENNSYLVIANIAN, 4015 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104

The Weekly Pennsylvanian
The Best of The Daily Pennsylvanian. The Best of Penn.
Tired of the stores on campus? The selection of Chanukah and Christmas presents at the Bookstore doesn't seem quite appropriate?

It's time to explore Philadelphia and the surrounding areas in search of some more unique presents. There are several malls within reasonable distance where you can shop. The gallery is the closest and easiest to get to. It's a four story mall located between 8th and 11th Streets on Market Street. Every store that you would expect to be in a mall is there. You may have to search for them, however, since it is not possible to walk all the way across the upper floors. The numerous escalators, elevators, and steps that occasionally skip floors make the gallery more confusing.

The gallery is an odd sort of place. A diverse group of shoppers frequent this urban mall. I even spotted a man wandering from store to store with a ferret wrapped around his neck.

The gallery has one commuter train station and a subway stop, two sam Goody's music stores, three food courts, and an uncountable number of kiosks.

There are several department stores as well as some smaller clothing stores (The Gap, Au Cotton, The Limited). One of them, Le Chateau, has dresses for that next formal or semi-formal you're going to.

Another notable locale for a shopping extravaganza is King of Prussia, the largest suburban mall in the country. Divided into various branches with anchor stores like J.C. Penny's, Sears, Wanamaker's, Macy's and Bloomingdale's, the mall has much to offer the holiday shopper. The Kiddie City in the Plaza section of the mall is a great place to shop for presents (and to play!). Finger, Neck, and wrist is one of the better kiosks that specializes in charms and gold and silver chains. The Piercing Pagoda has a great selection of earrings and a safe place to get your ears pierced.

Another section of King of Prussia is The Court...the Gap and various other small clothing stores are housed there. The Court is the more popular section, newer and often full of suburbanites. The food court is consistently crowded on the weekends, but try the ledge around the fountains for alternative seating.

The 124 and 125 busses which leave from 29th and Market Streets take about 45 minutes to get to King of Prussia. Or take your car west on the Skuykill Expressway for about 20 minutes.

Another viable shopping alternative is Franklin Mills, an outlet mall about 20 minutes north on I-95. It is slightly more difficult to get to by public transportation, however. Take the Frankfort Bridge and Pratt stop and switch to the 20 bus which goes to Franklin Mills.

The low-priced stores at Franklin Mills virtually compensate for the lengthy Septa journey. Among the many outlets there are Guess and Maidenform. Department stores include Filene's Basement and Saks Fifth Avenue.

Franklin Mills may be quite large, but don't stop walking until you visit I. Goldberg's, the army navy store also located in Center City at 9th and Chestnut Streets. Not only do they have tank tops and tee shirts but also belts, Doc Marten shoes and used jeans.

If it isn't too cold out Ardmore's Suburban Square is worth a visit. Strawberry and Clothier's is surrounded by about 30 boutiques, including Suky Rosin which sells formal dresses. The Bombay Company sells furniture and knick-knacks that parents would love. The Nature Company has crystals, books, and "toys."

The Sharper Image, also in Suburban Square, has many unique and pricy toys to indulge in. People of all ages can appreciate their selection and customer service.

If making your way through Suburban Square hasn't numbed your urge to shop you can walk up the hill to Lancaster Avenue. Plastic Fantastic buys and sells records, tapes and compact discs.

To get to Suburban Square take the R5 Paoli local train from 30th Street Station to Ardmore. Just make sure to get on the local or you may not make it back home in time for the holidays.
STOP WASTING YOUR TIME.

By the time you finish reading this, you could have grabbed lunch, picked up your dry cleaning, bought a birthday present for your Great Aunt Beatrice, mailed your credit card payment, booked your flight reservations for Winter Break, and rented a movie for that hot date that you have tonight. "Where?!" you ask.

**The Houston Hall Mall has it all!**

- Campus Jewelry Connection
- Campus Photo
- MAC Automatic Teller Machine
- Roses Florist
- Skolniks
- Muffins-n-More
- U.S. Post Office
- Check Cashing
- Rosenbluth Travel
- MidNite Express Word Processing
- Henry's II Cleaners
- Clog & Jog Footwear
- News Stand
- Game Room
- Cards & Gifts
- PSA Gourmet
- Movie Ticket Video
- University Copy Service
- Hair House

We're here for your shopping convenience. Come check us out!

**3417 Spruce Street • Lower Level**